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Rationale 
 
This policy statement gives students, staff, parents, governors and members of the community clear 
guidelines on a range of operations which will raise awareness and also help improve security on site to the 
benefit of all. 
 
Objectives 
 
1. To make parents and students aware that everything possible is being done to ensure that children 

are safe and secure at school. 
 
2. To ensure that those who potentially offer a risk are identifiable and readily challenged. 
 
3. To alert staff to risk and breaches of security. 
 
4. To minimise risk and maximise support to individuals (staff and students). 
 
5. To define emergency situations when police must be called. 
 
Guidelines: 
 
Section 1: Visitors 
 
It is expected that all visitors to the school site should: 
 
(i) access the building by the main front entrance; 
(ii) report immediately to the main school office on arrival and sign in; 
(iii) be given a visitor’s leaflet outlining Safeguarding and Health & Safety, which they adhere to at all 

times; 
(iv) wear an identification badge throughout their visit; 
(v) sign out at the end of their visit. It is the responsibility of the member of staff that the visitor is 
meeting to ensure that the visitor has signed out. 
 
These procedures apply to all visitors to the site during the school day.  It is expected that members of the 
public using the Sandy School site for leisure purposes will access via the appropriate entrances. Stevenage 
Leisure is required to have their own security procedures, which will operate outside school hours. 
 
Staff must not open the main reception door to visitors – they must be allowed in by the office staff after 
being cleared via the intercom. 
 
Once a student has left the school they have no different status to any other member of the public. 
 
Contractors using the School site at any time should report first to main reception and sign in.  Those on site 
during school days must wear identification badges.  Any outsiders seen on site at any time without 
identification should, if possible, be challenged.  During the school day any incidents of trespass should be 
reported instantly to either the front office or a senior member of staff. 
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Section 2: Students 
 
It is essential that all students are aware of a number of procedures designed purely and simply to guarantee 
their safety throughout the school day.  If these regulations are followed to the letter, risks to students are 
minimised.  It needs to be remembered that students are under the jurisdiction of the school either: 
 
(a) from the moment they step on the School bus in the morning to the moment they step off in the 

afternoon;  or 
 
(b) from the moment they set foot on school premises in the morning to the moment they leave in the 

afternoon. 
 
This being the case, the following procedures apply: 
 

(i) Students travelling to and from School by contract or service bus must be seated throughout the 
duration of the journey and must behave in an orderly and sensible fashion and where fitted seat 
belts should be worn. 

 
(ii) Students who arrive late in the morning must sign in at the Student Reception unless they arrive 

after the gates are locked, they should then sign in via main reception. 
 

(iii) Students are not allowed through the main reception entrance unless they arrive late – they 
should use the student entrance. 

 
(iv) No student must leave the site at any time during the day without written permission and/or 

signing out. 
 
(v) Sixth form students should sign in/out of school when leaving the School site. 

 
(vi) Students should all remain on site during the school day unless: 

 
(a) they have written permission from their parents to leave site for authorised purposes; 
(b) they have written permission from staff to leave the site for a particular purpose and 

agreed by parents. 
 

(vii) Truancy in all forms will not be allowed.  It is, above all, a breach of trust, puts those committing 
the offence into a potentially dangerous situation and places at risk those deemed to be ‘in loco 
parentis’. 

 
(viii) Any student who misses the School bus either in the morning or afternoon should never make 

the journey on foot and alone.  Parents are responsible for getting their child to School in the 
morning. It is the School’s responsibility to ensure students leave the site safely. 

 
(ix) All absences from School must be explained by notes from home or other communication with 

parents. 
 

(x) In accordance with the terms of the School contract, parents should endeavour to contact the 
School the first day of any absence. In addition, it is school policy to send a first day contact text 
to the parent of any child absent for which no reason has been given 

 
(xi) Valuable items must not be brought in to school by students. Should this be necessary due to 

sleepovers etc. items should be taken to the office/student reception for safekeeping. 
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Section 3: Staff 
 
Our security policy must seek to protect staff as much as it does students and it needs to be made abundantly 
clear that assaults on staff, whether verbal or physical, will not be tolerated and will lead to either in the case 
of students, exclusions or police action.  Parents or outsiders wishing to speak to a member of staff on a 
particular issue must always report first to the main office reception and state the nature of their business via 
the intercom.  Reception will then contact the relevant person.  Complaints should, in the first instance, be 
sent via email to parentcontact@sandysecondaryschool.com or office@moggerhangerprimary.co.uk  and this 
will be forwarded to relevant member of staff. 
 
For their part, members of staff must make the security of students and the environment a top priority at all 
times and to that end: 
 
(i) Staff should sign in via the InVentry system in reception and wear a photographic identification 

badge.  They should also sign out if they leave the school before the end of the school day. Teachers 
must ensure registers are taken accurately.  It is a legal requirement that students are registered 
morning and afternoon  

 
(ii) Subject teachers must take a register at the start of each lesson. 
 
(iii) In the event of any student found ‘missing’ from the site, the House Leader must be informed 

immediately and parents contacted. 
 
(iv) Staff must not allow students out of classrooms during lesson times except in cases of emergency or 

known medical conditions and only if they are provided with a staff pass-out card or signed note. 
 
(v) In instances where students are feeling unwell, a slip signed by the teacher must be taken by the 

individual to the main office before he/she is admitted to the medical area. 
 
(vi) In practical lessons subject staff are required to carry out risk assessments before embarking upon 

high risk activities.  Health and Safety guidelines and policies are essential for the Technology, Science 
and PE departments and must be adhered to at all times. 

 
(vii) Members of staff who keep students behind at the end of the school day, for whatever reason, 

thereby causing them to miss the bus home, are required to ensure students leave the site safely. This 
does not apply, however, in instances where 24 hours’ notice has been given for a detention. Staff 
should not give any student a lift. 

 
(viii) In the event of any accident requiring medical treatment, an accident report form, available from the    

School office, must be completed by the supervising member of staff within 24 hours. 
 
(ix) Training for all staff in personal and safety issues must be available on request.  All staff working in 

the front office will be required to train as first aiders. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:office@moggerhangerprimary.co.uk
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Section 4: Educational Visits & Journeys 
 
The School has a separate policy statement of ‘Educational Visits & Journeys’ policy and this is available to 
parents on request.  Insurance arrangements for each visit must always be communicated to parents 
beforehand.  Staff organising visits which will return to School after 10.30 pm or at weekends should sign for a 
key to the car park gates from the School office. 
 
Section 5: Site Security 
 
The Governors and the Executive Principal are responsible for all matters of site security and they delegate 
responsibilities to the Site Agents.  Just as for visitors, Stevenage Leisure is required to have its own strict 
procedures (attached). 
 
(a) Key Holding: 
 There are currently five named key holders at Sandy Secondary School:   the Executive Principal, the 

HR and Operations Manager, and the Site Agent(s), Members of the teaching staff are entitled to hold 
keys for the rooms in which they teach and their departmental offices.  Supply teachers have special 
classroom keys which are available from the school office.  It is imperative that: 

 
(i) classrooms are locked when not in use and at the end of each day; 
(ii) any loss of keys is reported instantly to the HR and Operations Manager; 
(iii) staff leaving the school for good return all keys in their possession. 

                         
 
(b) Doors/Windows: 
 All external door must be shut locked (via magnets) at all times. Teaching staff should be vigilant in 

ensuring that windows and doors are not left open unnecessarily during the school day.  Outside 
school hours the Site Agents have the responsibility for ensuring that windows are not left open or 
insecure and that doors are not left open and locked in a pattern which maximises security. 

 
(c) CCTV: 

CCTV cameras are installed on the school site recordings are taken locally on site and stored for 3 
weeks.  The cameras give the surrounds of the School added protection all year round and incidents 
of vandalism and trespass are reported to the police for further action.  Students need to understand 
that the cameras are there for their own protection.  Anyone who abuses the cameras will be 
punished. 

 
(d) Car Parks: 
 Cars parked on the school site should always be securely locked.  Cars and items left in cars are 

owners’ responsibility. 
 
 
(e) Trespass: 

All incidents of trespass will be reported to Governors at the Finance and Business Committee or 
directly to the Chair of Governors if appropriate. 

 
(f) Perimeter fencing and gates: 
 Sandy Secondary School: The School has fencing around all its perimeter.   Gates at the front of the 

School are opened at 6.30 am. The Sports Centre Entrance gate and the main car park gates are 
locked at 10.30 pm, dependent on the community activity programme. The Busy Bees gate is locked 
at approx. 7.00 pm, all internal gates are locked at approx. 5.00 pm. 
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(g) Filing cabinets; 

We all have a responsibility to keep information secure, cabinets should be locked at the end of the 
day and the keys kept in a safe place. 
 

(h) Passwords; 
Similarly, information held on computers needs to be kept secure, passwords should not be given to 
others. Passwords should be changed at regular intervals. Computer screens should be locked when 
not in attendance. 

 
(i) Valuable items; 

Laptops must be left in a secure place and locked away at night. Laptop computers are not covered by 
the school insurance when off the premises or in cars. Staff will need to make their own 
arrangements for insurance at these times. When transporting laptops in the car they should be 
locked securely out of sight in the boot along with briefcases, handbags and similar items. 

 
Personal property is the responsibility of each individual. The school cannot take responsibility for any 
personal items when on the school premises. 

 
Take particular care with bags and wallets in school, the school cannot take responsibility for any 
personal items whilst on the school premises. 

  
The School has a safe where small valuable items can be kept if requested. 

 
Section 6: Equipment 
 
Like all Schools, each school owns a lot of equipment which is very sophisticated and expensive as well as 
potentially dangerous.  Is essential, therefore, that: 
 

a. all items of expensive equipment, computers, projectors, etc. are recorded in the asset log the 
moment they arrive in school.  Curriculum Leaders must liaise with the Finance Manager, ICT 
Technician or Reprographics Officer to ensure this happens.  

 
b. all rooms containing specialist equipment and chemicals, etc. must be rigorously supervised 

and always kept locked when not in use; 
 
c. no item of equipment must be removed from a classroom without the written permission of 

the appropriate Curriculum Leader. 
 
d. the use of equipment, chemicals, etc. is strictly the responsibility of the member of staff 

conducting the lesson and he/she must take every measure to ensure appropriate and safe 
behaviour and procedures; risk assessments are essential in Technology, Science and PE areas. 

 
e. all books should be stamped with the school stamp. 
 
f. items for lessons should be counted in and out and checked regularly. 
 
g. staff should be alert to the possibility of portable items being removed and take appropriate 

action to ensure that they are protected as far as possible. 
 
h. the teacher’s desk is ALWAYS out of bounds and students must be trained that this is the case. 
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i. Equipment issued to staff such as laptops etc. are signed for, checked regularly by the IT 
Technician and returned upon departure. 

 
j. any loss or theft of equipment, chemicals, etc. must be reported immediately to the Principal. 

 
Section 7: School Minibuses 
 
Staff who transport students for whatever purposes are required: 
 
(i) to ensure students in the minibus wear seat belts at all times; 
(ii) to ensure that the minibus is never overloaded, every passenger  
               must have his/her own seat; 
(iii) to check carefully that all doors and windows are secure at the end  
               of the trip; 
(iv) to complete an inspection form and report immediately any damage or malfunctions; 
(v) to have successfully passed the Driver Assessment. 
 
See also School Minibus Policy. 
 
Section 8: In School Emergencies 
 
In the event of a fire the alarm system will operate and the building will be evacuated according to agreed 
procedures.  The School will hold at least one fire practice drill per term. 
 
If a lockdown situation occurs, during the School day the lesson change bell will be rung continuously for 20 
seconds (this bell will ring intermittently for partial lockdown) from the main office and students and staff 
should follow the agreed lockdown procedures. 
 
All staff, if not in class, should react to an emergency as soon as they become aware of it and take action as 
appropriate. 
 
If an emergency occurs in a classroom (e.g. a threatening intruder or a student behaving violently) a runner 
should be sent to the nearest member of staff and to reception to alert the Executive Principal or other senior 
staff available. 
 
As for other aspects of this Security Policy, Stevenage Leisure are required to have their own procedures for 
site evacuation. 
 
Emergencies which cannot be anticipated in any way may happen.  All staff must be prepared to use their 
discretion and take appropriate action if the situation demands it. 
 
Section 9: Out of Hours Emergencies 
 
In the unlikely event of a significant incident or inclement weather where the School needs to be closed in full 
or in part, the Executive Principal will inform the Local Authority via CBC SOS system and the site agent(s) or 
Executive Principals’ PA will inform school transport at CBC and Bedford Borough. 
 
In snowy conditions parents are kindly asked to view the School website or listen for information via local 
radio rather than jam the School lines with individual enquiries.  They can also register with CBC to receive an 
alert text. Parents and students should always assume the School will be open unless they are notified 
otherwise (see snow closure policy for further details). 
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Appendix 1  

Sandy Work Instruction 

4.26.1 Security  
Issue 9 

July 2019 

 
 
Contents: 
 

▪ Unlock & Locking the Centre 
 

 

Detail: 
 
Unlocking The Centre 
 

1. Unlock the side car park gate with allocated silver key as instructed  
2. Before entering the building, wait for the Fitness Consultant or Receptionist if they haven’t 

already arrived.  Staff should arrive at least 15 minutes before the Centre is due to open. 
3. Front Entrance – using key unlock top lock (this will deactivate the security alarm located in 

the School areas which are used by the Sports Centre) and bottom lock (additional security 
lock). 

4. Enter door entry system code 
5. Using Duty Manager key and combination lock to unlock reception door 
6. Press the red button (arrow pointing up) to activate the reception security screen 
7. The Fitness Consultant or Duty Manager would unlock the gym door and turn on the gym 

equipment – refer to Fitness – Lifestyle Procedure 4.15.2. 
8. Unlock the key box located in reception and take out keys to open the sports centre areas – 

keys 28. 
9. Go to the upstairs bar to collect reception till – D entrance stairs, using keys 28 to unlock 

doors at the top of the stairs, unbolting the other door at the same time.  Unlock door into bar.  
Turn on lights and unlock door and enter security code to gain access to the bar area.  Unlock 
bottom lock to the back bar.  Turn on lights, using safe key unlock the safe and take out till for 
Reception and safe float.  Count both floats, completing the daily float check sheet. Refer to 
1.12 Cash Handling procedure.  Should you be lone working please follow lone working 
procedure  

10. The Duty Manager places the safe float back in the safe and locks all doors before returning to 
Reception. 

11. The Fitness Consultant or Receptionist will be manning Reception until the Duty Manager 
returns with the till. 

12. The Duty Manager would then unlock other rooms that are required for the day 

 
Unlocking and Locking the Astro Turf Pitch 
 

1. Unlock the car park gate with Astroturf key 
2. Unlock Astroturf gate with the same key (ensure that you have a walkie talkie/mobile 

phone with you and informed another member of staff where you are going).   
3. Walk around the pitch and carry out the following checks completing the Astro Turf Pitch 

Daily Check Sheet 

• Check the goals ensuring that they are in the correct position and the clips are all in 
place 
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• Check for any lost property that may have been left behind 

• Check fencing for any Health & Safety risks 

• Check for any obvious risks on the playing area 

• Check the division net and make sure it is clipped back 

• Check the floodlights for any faults 

• Check for any litter and make sure that the bins are not overflowing 
4. Follow the same procedure as above when locking up the pitch 
5.  Report any faults on the Monthly fault log  
 

Weather conditions – pitch surface when unlocking and during play 

 

During the winter, artificial pitches retain a large moisture content which will inevitably freeze, 

causing the surface to become hard and unsafe to play on. It is not uncommon for the pitch to 

remain frozen even when surrounding natural grass areas have thawed, due to the low core 

temperature of the astroturf and the insulating effect that the infill and carpet creates. Reduced 

daylight hours can also result in shaded areas remaining ‘frosted over’ all day, impacting upon 

the ability to thoroughly sweep or brush the pitch. 

 

Heavy use of a frozen pitch should be discouraged, as the fibres become brittle at low 

temperatures and, therefore, may be damaged. Furthermore, the shock absorption of the fibres is 

reduced, increasing the possibility of injury being caused to the players 

 

To identify whether the pitch is playable the surface will have a hollow sound, sand frozen and 

extremely hard.  You will need to check all areas of the pitch and not just the entrance. Regular 

checks will need to take place every half an hour as weather conditions can change.  The duty 

Manager will make the decision whether to close the pitch – once this decision has been made 

no team(s) can play and all training sessions/games will be cancelled.   

 

Unlocking and Locking of Athletics field 

 

1.  The gate should only be opened when needed or requested, all other times the gate 
should remain shut and locked 

2.  Take Mag system key to athletics gate (if external person taking a key, please get them 
to sign it out at sports centre reception first) 

3.  Duty manager to go to gate with customer to open the padlock on the gate, to allow 
both gates to open fully in case of an emergency  (the other person on shift will be 
covering the reception and gym during this time) 

4.  When customer is finished using the athletics field, they shall pull the gate closed once 
all customers have left the field 

5. The customer will then return the Mag lock key to sandy sports centre reception and 
sign the key back in 

6.  The duty manager will then go to the athletics track to ensure that the gate is shut 
correctly and all customers have left the field.  
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7. The duty manager will then put the padlock back on the gate and make sure it is all 
secured (the other person on shift will be covering the reception and gym during this 
time)  
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Locking the Sports Centre 
 

1. DA1 – to lock DA1 you will need the corridor key (28) 

• Check all windows are shut and check the fire doors are locked by pushing on them 

• Turn all lights off 
 

2. DA2 – you will need sports hall, corridor and fish key (28) 

• Check all windows are shut and check the fire doors are locked by pushing on them 

• Turn all lights off 

• Lock and bolt the door 
 

3. Toilets down near DA2 – sports hall key and Fish Key (28)  (Out of use) 

• Check the windows are shut and turn the lights off using the fish key 
 

4. Toilets down this corridor – sports hall (24) for both men’s and ladies (Out of use) 

• Check that they are tidy and clean (checking toilets are flushed, taps are turned off) 
and turn lights off 

 

5. Changing rooms down this corridor – Changing room for both men’s and ladies, sports hall 
key for men’s toilet and fish key ladies 

• Check they are clean and tidy. Lock the shower doors. Men’s toilets using sports hall 
and ladies Fish key 

• Turn all lights off 

• Lock door leading into changing room 
 

6. Theatre Hall – Corridor key 

• Check it is tidy. Turn all lights off and lock door. 
 

7. Drama Studio – sports hall key 

• Check all windows are shut. Turn all lights off and lock door 
 

8. Activity Studio main door – Activity Studio key and cupboard 

• Check all windows are shut. Check the fire doors are locked by pushing against them 

• Check storage cupboard is tidy, lock and turn off lights. 

• Turn off lights and lock the door to the studio 
 

9. Corridor to COF – Activity Studio key 

• Make sure the fire door is locked between 9.30pm and 10.15pm week days and 
7.30pm-8pm weekends 

 

10. COF – COF  

• Make sure room is left neat and tidy. Turn the lights off and lock the door 
 

11. Squash Courts – squash court key 

• Make sure the fans are off, turn the lights off and lock the door 
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12. Storage cupboard – activity Studio key 

• Turn the lights off and lock the door 
 

13. Sports hall – sports hall key 

• Check all fire doors are locked by pushing on them 

• Turn off fans if they are on 

• Check dug outs and sports hall for tidiness  

• Turn off lights and lock the door 

• As you return to Reception turn off main corridor lights using the fish key 
 

14. The Gym – Please see procedure for turning all machines off 

• Turn lights off in both toilets – check for cleanliness (flush toilets/check taps)  

• Turn the air conditioning off – situated in the reception on the far wall from the door, 
it is a ‘DAIKIN’ key pad. Press the top right button so the red light goes off 

• Turn the music off, situated behind the reception door. The two black units, press the 
top left hand buttons on both units 

• Turn main lights off and lock the door 
 

15. The workroom – The workroom  

• Check for tidiness 

• Turn the lights off and lock the door/turn combination lock on 
 

16. The Reception  

• Make sure all appliances are off I.E computers, stereo 

• Ensure desks and floor is tidy. 

• Activate the reception security screen by pressing the red bottom (arrow pointing 
down) located on the wall under the key box 

• Lock the key box 

• Turn the lights off and lock the door 

• Ensure that the door entry system is on 

• Entrance Doors – as you leave turn off the lights to the foyer and lock top and bottom 
lock to activate the alarm which is linked to the School Security System. 

 

17. Security Gates 

• Back gate leading to astro – lock using the padlock 

• Front car park – as you leave the centre close the gates and lock using the padlock 

• Back gate leading to Athletics track – ensure gate in pulled shut to its Mag lock system 
and padlock is secured.  

 

Two members of staff would always be leaving the Centre at the same time. Refer to loan working risk 

assessment.   
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Internal Forms: 
 
Float Checks 
Daily Astro Turf Check Sheet 
Monthly Fault Log 
 

Sources of Information: 

 


